
RACCEA 3-in-1 Pour-Over Box 

 

This Pour-Over Box is three great devices in one, including coffee dripper, stand, and 

digital scale.  

 

Instructions & Precautions:  

1. Unlock the clip in front of drip kettle to open the lid. 

2. Turn thumb screws at both sides of the box inwards to adjust the stand and outwards  

to fix it. The stand is retractable only when screws are unfastened. 

3. Lift the stand to the top and slide the weighing pan to get ready.  

4. Read instructions for Nel V60 Easy Dripper for more details about Nel.V6-02. 

5. For scale battery-change or use alone, lift the stand to the top and slide back the 

weighing pan. Turn the scale 90 degrees upwards, tweak for 5mm inwards to take  

it out and outwards to install it. 

6. When using the stand alone, add a cap onto the dripper frame so it can work with 

regular coffee drippers.  

 

Nel.V60 Easy Dripper  

 

1. To fold the grip, press steel frames at both sides of the grip and make sure each of 

them moving through the semicircle. 

2. Unfasten upper clip and put V60 paper filter in. Place the seam in the slot (1-2cm to 

the left of the grip) without extra folding. 

3. Place the seam in the slot at ease and unfold the paper filter along lower clip. Make 

sure the filter is higher than 1/2 of the clip and fasten them to get ready. (有重複版) 

3. Unfold the paper filter along lower clip and make sure the filter is higher than 1/2 of it. 

Fasten the clips to get ready. (無重複版) 

4. With Nel.V60-02, water level must not be higher than 3/4 of the dripper to avoid burst 

paper from pressure.  

 

5. RACCEA does not accept liability for damages arising from failure to use fit drippers (of 

proper materials and standards). Please use suitable drippers for your safety. 


